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A traffic monitoring, policy enforcement, and 
blocking solution 
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Netsweeper’s Online Gambling Solution 
 

GOVERNMENTS AND REGULATORY BODIES HAVE OPPOSED GAMBLING FOR MORAL, ETHICAL, AND SOCIAL 

REASONS. GAMBLING HAS BEEN LIMITED TO LOTTERIES AND OFF-TRACK BETTING, AND IT HAS BEEN 

FIERCELY RESTRICTED, UNABLE TO SPREAD AS A COMMERCIALLY INDEPENDENT INDUSTRY. IN ADDITION, 

SOME US STATES AND COUNTRIES HAVE MONOPOLIZED GAMBLING TO GENERATE NON-TAX REVENUE 

(GGR). THE INTERNET AND RECENT TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES HAVE DILUTED RESTRICTIONS AND HAVE 

TURNED INTERNET GAMBLING INTO A GLOBAL ISSUE BY IGNORING AND CIRCUMVENTING REGIONAL AND 

POLITICAL BORDERS. 

URL Blocking Solution 

IP blocking: Every device connected to the Internet is assigned a unique number known as the IP 

address, which includes the hostname. IP blocking prevents the connection between a server/website 

and one or more IP addresses. 

Netsweeper can categorize gambling site URLS and blacklist unregulated IP’s. 

Our solution uses classification techniques that utilize a series of template techniques to provide a 

traffic monitoring, policy enforcement, and blocking solution without degradation of the ISP/Telco 

network. The solution ranges from full Network Bridge mode to fully out of band implementations 

using SPAN ports, Tee Mode, or BGP routing. The solution utilizes a variety of Network Layer 2 

traffic monitoring and packet injection techniques to monitor the traffic in the ISP or Telco. 

Market Analysis and Consulting 

Netsweeper capabilities include assisting governments in analyzing the current online gambling 

market in their region and determining which black market brands are targeting these markets. 

Netsweeper staffs online gambling industry experts to consult governments and provide a human 

element in assessing the market to prevent the over blocking of non-threatening URLS. 

 

 

 



 

Financial Blocking 

Blocking Merchant Category Codes: Credit card payments represent most transactions. A Merchant 

Category Code (MCC) is a four-digit number assigned to a business by MasterCard or VISA. Online 

gambling websites are assigned the 7995 MCC code and financial institutions can be asked to block 

credit card payments to and from these websites. 

The Netsweeper solution can determine which processing solution the online gambling brand uses as 

its merchant account and null the transaction in the specific region by blacklisting the URL in the 

network. 

Transparent Solution 

Netsweeper is currently working with online gambling licensing authorities to create a more 

transparent solution. Netsweeper will be installed in the core network of each of the licensing 

jurisdictions to mirror traffic and send reports to governing bodies. The benefits of having this system 

installed in each jurisdiction is that the governing bodies will be able to recognize which country the 

brands are accepting players from. They will then be able to determine if they hold the proper 

licensing to operate in that jurisdiction.   

FAQ 

 

iGaming customers can use a VPN to avoid website blocking 

FALSE 

Online gambling firms KYC documentation states that any customer that attempts to make a 

deposit with an Australian credit card/ewallet/bank wire service must register with an Australian 

IP address or the deposit will be voided.  Furthermore, if the customer attempts to withdraw 

funds, a copy of the player’s passport and utility bill must be provided to the casino.  If the 

documentation does not correspond with the registration country IP, the customer account will 

be suspended and funds will be returned to the casino.  The online gambling industry has many 

security measures to avoid fraud and abuse.    

Source: https://www.allslotscasino.com/terms.html 



 

 

An offshore, unlicensed online gaming brand can simply change their domain to avoid 
blocking and in turn, accept customers. 

FALSE 

Netsweeper policy server technology crawls the internet daily for online gambling keywords.  If 

an unlicensed brand attempts to change their URL to avoid blocking, Netsweeper will simply 

crawl and categorize the new URL.  Furthermore, our industry experts are able to determine 

which URL the main regional facing brand has 301 redirected to and then manually blacklist the 

domain. 

Blocking Merchant Category Codes: Blocking MCC can also be easily overcome, for example, 
by using foreign bank accounts or alternative payment methods without MCC. 

FALSE 

The Netsweeper categorization engine can determine non-7995 merchant codes and black list the 

URLs.  Furthermore, Netsweeper’s industry professionals can manually input the non-7995 codes 

into the Netsweeper system, hence eliminating the flow or currencies to unregulated brands. 

Impact on consumers: If the regulated offer is not sufficiently attractive, consumers are left 
with little choice but to turn to unregulated operators. This means that consumers are forced to 

gamble with outside providers that offer little or no legal, anti-money laundering, fraud or 
responsible gambling protection. 

FALSE 

The Netsweeper solution will throttle the black-market brands money flow and their ability to 

register new players from the licensed authority leaving the potential player no choice but to use 

the licensed brand in the jurisdiction.  Gambling consumers want the ability to make fast deposits 

and fast withdrawals while easily registering with the online brand. By eliminating the black-

market brand’s ability to accept deposits, new players will be forced to use legitimate, regulated, 

licensed brands. 



IN CONCLUSION, NETSWEEPER CAN OFFER COUNTRIES THAT DO NOT CURRENTLY HAVE A REGULATED 

PROGRAM THE OPPORTUNITY TO MANAGE THE LICENSE USAGE, AND ASSIST IN THE PROSECUTION OF 

OFFENDERS TO INCREASE GGR. 


